Idle Time
Scanner will stay awake during the idle time that you set for the scanner.
Summarising of Uploaded Data Entry Quantity
· By scanning the following barcode, the device leaves the offline mode, normal
mode will be reinitialised.

$RF#ST01
30S

$RF#ST06
180S

Set Channel
If scanners lost connection with the receiver can not upload the barcodes.
Follow below steps to rebuild the connection.

Quit Offline Mode*

Beeper

Enable/Disable scanner to beep to indicate successful scan

$BUZZ#0
Beeper On*

$BUZZ#1
Beeper Off

Steps
1) Scan channel 1, the scanner will start to have de de de de… sound.
2) Pull out the receiver and plug it again, then the de de de de sound will be
stopped.

△ 1D & 2D Wireless Barcode Scanner
△ IP67,quake proof,waterproof and dust proof
△ Supports Windows XP, Win7/8/10

Barcodes can be uploaded in a few seconds.

Vibration
Enables/Disable scanner to vibrate to indicate successful scan

$RF#SH02

Support

If you have any inquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.
$MOTO#0
Vibrate “On” *

$MOTO#1
Vibrate “Off”

Sleep Mode

$POWER#OFF
Enable Sleep Mode

$RF#00
Disable Sleep Mode

Contact Information
Tel.: +0086 20-6626-0708
Email: service@gzxlscan.com
Skype: service@gzxlscan.com
Web: www.gzxlscan.com

Packing list:
Quick Start Setup Guide x1 pc
Barcode scanner x 1 pc
USB Cable x 1pc
Charging Base x1 pc

Addr.: Unit 137, The Pacific Industry Park,Xintang Town,Zengcheng District,
Guangzhou,China/511340
Made in China
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Quick Set Up Guide
This model is a plug&play model (US keyboard by default). Plug the receiver on
your device, then the scanner can start to work. If you use other type of keyboard
, setup keyboard language before you use it. (refer to below Keyboard Language
Type) after that the scanner can start to work.
If you want to do other configurations please refer to below programming bar
codes.

Programming Barcodes
Netum barcode scanners are factory programmed for common terminal and
communications settings. If you need to change these settings, programming is
accomplished by scanning the bar codes in this guide. An asterisk (*) next to an
option indicates the default setting. option indicates the default setting.

Communication Mode
USB HID-KBW

$LAN#TK
Turkey_Q Keyboard

$USB#COM

Keyboard Language
Keyboard layouts vary from country to country. The default setting is U.S.
keyboard.
In order to let scanner upload the codes in a correct way, you have to set the
keyboard language. For example If you use French Keyboard, scan below
barcode of “French keyboard”. Then the scanner will upload barcodes according
to French keyboard layout. American Keyboard is set by default, if you use a US
keyboard you can ignore this part.

$LAN#EN
U.S. Keyboard *

$LAN#FR
France Keyboard

$LAN#GE
Germany Keyboard

$LAN#IT
Italy Keyboard

$LAN#PT
Portugal Keyboard

$LAN#ES
Spain Keyboard

$LAN#UK
UK Keyboard

Working Mode
If you are heading for a working area which lies outside the signal range, you
may ac te the offline mode of the scanner, following the steps described below.
Under this enhanced offline mode, all scanned data will be stored directly into the
buffer memory of the device. Furthermore, the data entries will be permanently
saved in the buffer memory prior to the manual upload into the working station.
· By scanning the following barcode, the offline mode will be activated

Offline Mode
· By scanning the following barcode, all data in the buffer memory will be deleted

Communication Mode
By default, the
scanner is in HID mode as a Keyboard device. It works on a plug
USB HID-KBW
and play basis
and no
By default,
thedriver
scannerisisrequired.
in HID mode as a Keyboard device. It works on a Plug
and Play basis and no driver is required.

Clear All Storage

$USB#KEY

· By scanning the following barcode, all data entries in the buffer memory can be
manually uploaded after reconnecting to the working station (only in offline
mode).

USB COM Port Emulation
If you connect the scanner to the Host via a USB connection, the USB COM Port
Emulation feature allows the host to receive data in the way as a serial port does.
A driver is required for this feature.
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Upload Data
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· By scanning the following barcode, the gross quantity of the uploaded data
entries will be summarised (only in offline mode).
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